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The Comparison of Numerical Methods

for Solving Polynomial Equations

By Aurél Galántai

Abstract.   In this paper we compare the Turan process [5]-[6] with the Lehmer-Schur

method [2].   We prove that the latter is better.

1.  The Algorithms. We first describe the Turan process [5]-[6] which can be

considered as an improvement of Graeffe's method.   For the complex polynomial

(1.1) P0(z)=t «/o*' = °      (fl/o G C, a00an0 * 0),
7=0

the method can be formulated as follows.

Let

(1.2) Pj(z) = Phx(sfz~)phx(- sfi) = ¿ ak¡z'      (/ = 1, 2, . . . )
fc=0

be the /th Graeffe transformation and let

[ak U0/fcl_1
max     —

Kk<n     n  |

where p0 = 2-mo, oQ = 0,

(1.4) Ou =

k-\

kakm0 * Z ajm0°k-j
7= 1

'Offli
(k= 1, n)

and m0 ~> 1 is fixed.

Let the constants am  , / be defined by the inequalities

0-5<«mo<5M°,
/>7T

2.5 + a

arc cos
2 + 2a„

- 1, m0>2.

Then with the notations

(1.5) M^=M\p0(z),m0],       5(°)=0,

the dih step of the algorithm is the following:

1. Algorithm (T).  (i)  Let

Sjd+i)=s(d) + 0 5(1 + amo)M(d)exvL .

where / = 0, 1, . . . , / and i = V- 1-

2ïïï_

+ 1
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(ii)  If there exists an index / such that p0(S¡+1) = 0, then we get a root and

the process terminates.

(iii)  Let us compute the quantities

M;<d+1) =M[p0(z + S(d+1>), m0]        (/ = 0, 1, . . . , /)

and let

M(d+1) = minM}d+1)=A/^+1), oid+l) _ c(d+l)
¿ ^j(d)     ■

Turan [5] proved that S^ tends to a root of p0(z), and the convergence is linear.

Turan [5] also proved that the number of iterations needed to achieve an arbitrary

relative error e (> 0) is independent of p0(z) and depends on degree p0(z) only.

Our purpose is to answer the remarks of the last section of [6]. For this reason

we compare the Turan process with the Lehmer-Schur method which is often applied

in practice ([2], [3], [4]).  This algorithm can be described as follows.

Let

«-i

T[p0(z)]  = Z Kofl/0 ~anOan-j,o)z'
7=0

(1.6)

and

(1.7) P[p0(z)] = T{T*~l [Po(z)]}      (j = 2, . . . ).

Let us compute the numbers c- = T'[p0(0)], (j = 1, . . . , k), where

(1.8) k = min{t77 E N|c 0}.

Here, N denotes the set of nonnegative integers.  With the aid of the sequence {Cy/Lj

we define the function N[p0(z)] as follows

N[p0(z)]

1       if 3/€ {1, . . . , k- 1}  such that c¡ < 0,

0       if Cj > 0 (j = 1, . . . , * - 1) and degree T^1 [p0(z)] = 0,

- 1    otherwise.

Lehmer [2] proved that if N[p0(z)] = 1 then the polynomial p0(z) has a root in

{z £ Cllzl < 1}, if N[p0(z)] = 0 then p0(z) has no roots in this set.  We shall return

to the case N[p0(z)] = - 1.

Let us introduce the notations

[o.SyWRV-1)       (/ = 0),

(1.9)

and

„jd) =

0.4^)7?^-')       (/=!,..., 8),

zid-x)      (/ = 0))

(1.10)   if >=                   0.757^-'>        (2m(j-l)
1 zya l) +- exp   -

7T \cos-
8

0 = 1,..., 8),
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where the sequences {/?(d)}, {z(d)} and {yjd)} axe defined by the dfh step of the

Lehmer-Schur method (d = 1, . . . ).  Let p0(z) = p0(z)/\¡/ (\p > 0) and

(1.11) z<°> = 0;       *<0>=l+max
/'

Then the dth step can be written as follows.

2. Algorithm (L).  (i) If there exists an index / such that p0(j3Jd^) = 0, then

we get a root and the process terminates.

(ii)  We choose the index /' E [0, 1, . . . , 8 } such that

7V[p0(a/d)z + /?/d>)] = 1

and let

z(ä) = ß(d)i       R(d)=a(ä)_

The numbers -yjd)€ [1, 1 + Ô], (S < 0.5) are chosen such that /V[p0(a}d)z + pjd))] >

0 will be satisfied (except in unusual circumstances yjd' = 1 can be chosen).  Lehmer

[2] proved that process converges linearly.   The number of iteration steps needed to

achieve an arbitrary absolute error e (> 0) depends on pQ(z).

2.  The Limitations of the Algorithms.   Denote by Z the set of integers and let

P„ be the set of complex polynomials of degree n.

A numerical method M (iterative process) for solving p0(z) = 0 where p0(z) E

P„ can be identified with the sequence {bk }CC which rises from the computation.

This sequence depends on p0(z) and will be denoted by {Mp0 } = [bk } .  There

exists a subsequence {bk.} of {bk} such that

(2.1) z*=\imbk.    and   p0(z*) = 0.
j—*oo 7

A digital computer can perform elementary (complex) operations only over the

finite set

(2.2) S[0,K]nC6,

where S[0, K] = {z E C I |z|< K} and

(2.3) C6 = {z EC\z = ko + jbi: k, j E Z}    (5 > 0).

If there exists an element bk   in the sequence {bk } such that \bk  I > K, then the

algorithm M cannot continue to run because of overflow.

In order to study the overflow we introduce the class of polynomials

(2.4) ?M(a, K, K*) = {p0(z) E ?(a, K*) | {Mp0 } C S[0, K], I{Mp0 } I = °°},

where

(2.5) ?(a, K*) = {p0(z) EP„\0<\zj\<a(j=l,...,n), \\p0(z)\\ < K* }

and

"/o

*n0
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(2.6) IIPoOOH = max lfl/ol-

Here \{Mp0 }l denotes the cardinality of {bk }, and z- is the y'th zero of p0(z).

The set VM(a, K, K*) represents the class of all polynomials which can be solved

by M in a bounded set.

The following statements are valid.

Theorem 2.1. The set PT(a, K, K*) defined by Algorithm 1 is empty for every

a, K, K* > 0.

Proof.   If the roots of p0(z) axe arranged so that

(2.7) \zx\>\z2\>...>\zn\,

then the estimate

r_M0 < n < .

(18) ^M[p0(z),m0]^

is valid (see [5] -[6]).   For this reason the convergence of Algorithm 1 is identical

with

(2.9) \znd)\<cqd      (c>0,0<q<l),

where z^dj is the zero of p0(z + S^), (d = 0, 1, . . . ) of minimal absolute value.

Using the inequality (2.8), we have

where 7c(tf) E {1, ...,«} is the index of the maximal element in (1.3) and

n_/l\d'/»o > j

Since IOfc(d)l = 0(wd), where w = (1/<7)1'M°, therefore for a large index d0

(2.12) \¿*¿)\>K      (d>d0)

is satisfied.   Thus the theorem is proved.

Theorem 2.2. IfK>K*2n + 1(l +a"2")n+1 + I, then

(2.13) PL(«. K, K*) = P(fl, K*)

is satisfied for Algorithm 2.

Proof.   It is easy to see that the quantities recurring in the algorithm satisfy the

inequalities

j||p0||2"+1       (fl<0.5),

(2.14) \p0(p)d))\<\
' (||770||(l+2"i7")"+1 («7>0.5),

(2.15) II Ti\p0(z)] || < Vi(2||p0(z)||)2/      (J = l,...,n)

(2-11) 5c'\a
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and

(2.16) \\p0i<x)d)z + /3}d))|| < ||p0(z)||(2 + 2n+1a»r      (/ = 0, 1, . . . , 8),

for d = 0, 1, ... .  With the notation

5 = ||p0(z)||(2 + 2"+V)",

and by using (2.15)—(2.16), we have

(2.17) \\Tk[p0(ajah + f3Jd))]|| < ^(2Ô)2*      (k = I, . . . , n).

Since K is greater than the right side of (2.14) and (2.16), using i// > 2§ we can get

S < 0.5 which proves the theorem.

The difference between Algorithms 1 and 2 is caused by the fact that Algorithm

1 is based on the inequality (2.8) while Algorithm 2 is based on the characteristic

function N[p0(z)] which is invariant for the mapping p0(z) -*■ p0(z)/t//, (\¡j > 0).

We remark that Algorithm 1 modified by the mappings

p0(z) -> p0(z)/i/>,       p0(z) -> p0(z/ii)      (0<i¡j<K)

also has a PT(a, K, K*) empty for every a, K, K* > 0.

3.   The Study of Cost Functions.   In the previous section it was proved that

Algorithm 1 is unapplicable.   Since an approximate solution with a given error e > 0

can be computed in the bounded set S[0, K], where K depends on p0(z), e, and the

method M, further analysis of the algorithms is necessary.

The cost function of the /th algorithm (/ = 1, 2) is defined by the number of

additions and multiplications per step and denoted by K'a and Km.

Assuming that the computing time of the kth root can be characterized by three

additions and three multiplications (which is a rough underestimate), the cost function

of Algorithm 1 is

2

(3.1) Kxm = (/ + l)im0 + 4Yy + (/ + l)(m0 + 8)^ + 0(1),

(3.2) K2a=il+ 1)K + 4)^- + (2/ + 3)n + 0(1).

For the cost function of Algorithm 2 the inequalities

(3-3) Km <21n2 - 1877,

(3-4) K2a < 9t72 + 36«,

hold.

If we identify the bounds (3.3)—(3.4) with the cost of one step, then the speed

of Algorithm 2 is

(3.5) lz(d>-z*Kc2(2/5)d      id = 0,1,...).

The speed of Algorithm 1 is

(3.6) IS(d)-z*l<Cl[c/(cvmo, m0,/)]d       id = 0,1,...),
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where

(3.7) q(amo, m0. l)=[l+ 0.25(1 + amQ)2 - (1 + am())cos —^ ' 2cgQ.

If S = (m0 + 4) (/ + l)/54 > 1 and n > n, then

(3.8) K1m>bK2m    and   K¡>8K2.

Theorem 3.1. ///>/', tfiew

(3.9) £?(amo,m0,/)>(2/5)s.

Proof.   For a large /'

, A2 ^ 1 -(cOS7r/(/+l))2 90tm0

(3.10) ?(«mo. m0. 02 > —-f-— >-      (/ > I')

««o ^ + V

and

(3.11) (5/2)s >/+l.

From this fact the theorem immediately follows.

If / > /', then the cost of d steps of Algorithm 1 gives [od] steps using the Lehmer-

Schur method.   By Theorem 3.1 we have

(3.12) c*[qicxmo,m0,l)]d>i2/5)l&dl       ic*>0,d>do),

which proves that the Lehmer-Schur process is faster than the Turan process.   For the

parameters m0 = 4, tv4 = 0.9, / = 11, (see [5] -[6]) the relation (3.12) is also satis-

fied.  This can be verified easily by (3.10) and (3.11).

In the paper [6] there is a reference to the infinite precision integer arithmetics

[1] for the sake of application of Algorithm 1. It is known [1] that the computing

time of the multiplication is at most

(3.13) /(x)1 + T      (1>t>0)

units of time (/(x) denotes the length of x in the binary system).   Since Algorithm 1

has to use numbers of length at least 2m°_2/(x) where /(x) is needed by Algorithm

2, for the cost functions in the measure of computing time,

(3.14) K1mit)>iô2m°"2)1+TK2mit)

is satisfied.   As a simple corollary, in (3.12) we can write §2mo~2 instead of 5.  This

fact increases the relative convergence speed of the Lehmer-Schur process.
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